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How to Make Even More Money from This…
You Can Make Money Promoting My Lotto Products
In Just 3 Easy Steps…

Follow the 3 Steps to Make Money:
1) Go to www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php
2) Sign up for a free Clickbank ID at Clickbank.com.
3) Promote your affiliate link & get 50% commission!

Yes! You will receive 50% commission from every sale of my lottery
product from your personal link. After you generate your affiliate link (by
using the 3-step above), you just have to promote your link.
You will easily make your money back from promoting your affiliate
link! So Follow the 3 Steps & start making money today.
If you want to start making money as an affiliate, click on this
link: www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php.

To your success,
Ace Lee
www.LottoJournal.com
www.LotteryCircle.com
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Dedication:
I would like to dedicate this book to my dad for his love, generosity, and
belief in me. Thank you for everything Dad… I love you…
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Introduction
Hi, my name is Ace Lee and I have been in the convenience store
business as a manager and co-owner for the past three years. Being in the
convenience store business with scratch off sales over $15,000 a month, I
have had extensive experience selling scratch offs as well as speaking to the
lottery commission agents on a regular basis.
Through years of selling lottery scratch off tickets on a daily basis, I
have seen the big winners and the big losers. I have seen customers end up
winning $25, $50, $100, $500 or even up to $7,777.
What is interesting is that I have noticed that some people who win
end up winning the winners more than others even though they seem to
spend less money than the people who end up losing so much.
I have noticed a pattern of successful tactics and lessons that I have
learned throughout my experience as a store owner. I have also found
destructive patterns that people do to lose so much money.
It never feels good to see people just waste their money and not win
anything. So using my expertise and experience as a store owner, I decided
to compile the successful strategies that I have extensively analyzed people
who win the most money do to win more on the scratch off games. When it
comes to what works and what doesn’t work in scratch offs, I know the INS
& OUTS and I am here to reveal you the top hidden secrets that lottery
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commission agents and most convenience store owners don’t want you to
know!
By following this simple and easy 7-Step formula and studying the topsecret lessons that I am about to reveal to you in this guide, you too will
sky-rocket your chances of winning much more in scratch offs than you did
in the past.
So I encourage you to read this system, study it thoroughly, apply it
consistently, win your cash, and laugh your way going back home without
telling anyone how you won!

Ace Lee
Creator - “ How to Win Scratch offs” System
www.HowToWinScratchOffs.com
www.LottoJournal.com
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Step 1: Go to the Right Location
You ever notice those stores with BIG huge banner ads saying “5
millionaires made here!” So everyone including you and your friends go to
this convenience store to play the lottery thinking somehow that store must
be “lucky.” But it turns out you and your buddies don’t make a dime
whenever you play the scratch offs or any other lottery game!
So what is going on? The reason why you are NOT winning is because
that store is NOT a “magically lucky” store. The misconception is that a lot of
people think that certain stores are luckier than others. It’s also interesting
how those “lucky stores” are also the stores with the BIGGEST lottery
advertisements and great location with a lot of traffic flowing through.
So you have to know that those so called “lucky stores” are not
“lucky” at all. In actuality, they are selling a lot of winners because
those stores are ADVERTISING really well. The more people see those
HUGE ads (about millionaires being sold), the more people go into that
store (thinking that it’s lucky) and the chances of having another big
winner INCREASES dramatically.
So maybe you fell for that trap. Who hasn’t? You see those banner
ads and you say to yourself that the next time you buy lottery or scratch off
tickets, you’re going to go to that “lucky store.” And guess what, 99% of the
time, those so called “lucky stores” are extremely busy
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You don’t get good customer service. The clerk rarely answers your
questions. You’re pressured to hurry and purchase whatever scratch offs
there are. And there are so much more reasons you don’t get the personal
time to make the right decision to purchase the RIGHT winning scratch off
ticket.
Yet because those HUGE banner ads claim it’s a “lucky store”, you
go there anyways. So you probably know someone who talks about these
busy stores being the “lucky stores.” Maybe you experienced it yourself.
Maybe you were the one in the store counter and all these people
behind you were waiting in line and you were trying to decide what scratch
off to buy? So you get more and more pressured to make a quick decision.
And then, you end up just buying whatever scratch off ticket without even
thinking. Then, you went to scratch your ticket and it’s a loser and by the
time you want to play more, you see all these people in line in front of you.
Well, that happens to a lot of people playing the scratch offs when
they go to a very busy store especially at a busy time. My advice to you is
to STOP going to the busy store.
Instead, start going to the store that has literally nobody there. I will
further explain why this is good throughout the book. To follow my simple
and effective method for winning money in scratch offs, it is absolutely
essential for you to go to an uncrowded store.
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The “empty store” is the BEST place to play the scratch off games.

Although going to a very busy store may feel good because you see a
lot of different people, your chances of winning money in scratch offs will be
very low especially when you want to follow my method of playing. On the
other hand by going to the LEAST CROWDED store, you have more chances
to think and you can also apply my method of playing scratch offs most
effectively. I will further explain to you what my method is and why this
method is most effective in an uncrowded store as you get further in this
book.
Not to go into detail so much but my basic method of playing scratch
offs is that you want to only buy ONE scratch off ticket at a time. If you do
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this, you maximize your chances to profit the most while minimizing your
losses. When you play only one scratch off ticket at a time, you need to be
able to play the games consecutively until you find a winner.
In my “How to Win Scratch offs” system, it is an ABSOLUTE MUST to
play the scratch off tickets CONSECUTIVELY from the same game and I will
explain to you why further in the book.
So how does going to the uncrowded store help you implement this
MAXIMIZING strategy? Basically if you go to an uncrowded store, you won’t
have problems buying the next CONSECUTIVE ticket.
However if you go to a busy store, some guy may come while you
are scratching a ticket and buy the NEXT CONSECUTIVE ticket that you
would have wanted to buy.
Further in this book, you will learn that it is CRITICAL that you play
the scratch off game with the ODDS in your favor. Secondly, you have to
KNOW the ODDS! In order to know the odds, you have to know which
ticket has been winning and which hasn’t.
So being in an empty or “dead convenience store” (a store that is
LEAST crowded) will prevent someone purchasing the CONSECUTIVE
scratch off ticket right after yours.
Like I said, you want to know in DETAIL what the odds are currently.
For example, if you purchased one scratch off ticket (#42) and let’s say it
was NOT a winner. Well in my system, I teach you to FOLLOW through by
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purchasing the CONSECUTIVE ticket (one scratch off at a time) to minimize
your losses and maximize your gains (You’ll learn this more in the “One
scratch off rule” later on).
Anyways, the basis system is to play CONSECUTIVELY in the same
scratch off roll (or game/pack of tickets). So you don’t want to be bothered
by other people who might come along and take the NEXT consecutive ticket
that you were going to buy.
Again, you only purchase ONLY one ticket at a time to MINIMIZE your
loss and you purchase the CONSECUTIVE ticket from the SAME ROLL to
MAXIMIZE your odds/chances to win so you can PROFIT with maximum
potential if you do get a winner!
To further explain, in a busy store while you are following my method
of buying one scratch off ticket at a time, some other person may come
along and buy the next ticket you are about to buy (“cut in front of you”)
and end up taking your winner away.
In order to prevent someone buying the next POTENTIAL winner, you
want to go to a place where there aren’t many scratch off players at all.
Then, you can play the odds effectively instead of having to guess whether
the ticket bought by someone else was a winner or not.
It’s different in all kinds of convenience stores but most places are
least crowded BEFORE noon and AFTER 7PM on weekdays. So I encourage
you to go during those times when it is least crowded.
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Also, weekend mornings are really great times because almost no
one is at the convenience stores that early. So check out the stores in the
early morning on the weekends. Yeah, I know…you might not want to
wake up but then again, you’ll have the BEST chances of winning during
that time of the day because no one will be able to take the next
consecutive tickets after you.

Step 1 Review:
•

Never go to the busiest store.

•

There is no such thing as a “lucky” store. Those are just myths and
they seem lucky because of huge advertisements which cause more
people to play and the more chances of having BIG winners. Simple
logic & no hocus pocus!

•

The BEST store to go is the store with the LEAST amount of customers
(the “empty store”).

•

It is extremely important to go to the least crowded store because
then you have the best opportunity to implement purchasing only one
scratch off at a time and purchasing the next consecutive ticket (which
will be further explained in the “One scratch off rule”).

•

The “least crowded” or “dead” stores will help you MAXIMIZE your
chances of having FULL CONTROL in keeping up with the ODDS of the
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scratch off game.
•

Look for stores that have the least amount of cars in front of them to
assure you have more decision making time for selecting, buying, and
utilizing the strategies taught in this system.

•

Usually, early mornings on weekends are the BEST times to go
because no one is at the convenience stores that early. Those are the
BEST times to have full control over the odds and to select the right
winning ticket.
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Step 2: Set a “Loss-Limit” from the Beginning and Stick to it
In this book, you will learn the techniques to gain the advantage and
maximize your chances of winning money in the scratch offs games. But
there are times when you will lose. Like any other game (whether it’s
football, poker, or even tic-tac-toe), you will have the chance of losing as
well.
The problem with people who play gambling or any other type of
lottery game is that they don’t know how to control themselves. They
somehow think they are invisible and will make all the money back all the
time.
The truth is no one wins all the time. Not even the best poker players
win all the time. Not even Michael Jordan won the championships all the
time. Not even the greatest baseball players hit homeruns all the time. The
point is, you will have times when you win and you lose.
The most important thing is that you need to recognize that losses as
part of playing. Nobody wins all the time in any game including the scratch
off games. So first of all, understand that lesson.
Secondly, know what to do to prevent from losing way too much
money because nobody wants to lose too much money. You don’t. I don’t.
Everyone doesn’t want to lose money. But there will be times when you do.
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That is part of the game.
What’s MORE important is that you don’t lose BIG. Although we all
hate losing, losing is okay unless it’s LOSING TOO MUCH. There is a big
difference between losing just enough or LOSING WAY TOO MUCH.
This SPECIFIC STEP in this “How to Win Scratch Offs” system can’t
guarantee you that you’ll never lose but what it will do is to help you
PREVENT yourself from losing too much. That is why you will be able to
MINIMIZE your losses. When you minimize your losses, you may lose here
and there but you won’t come off as the big loser.
Losing is okay and plus, you’ll always learn a little MORE from each
loss you experience. That’s how I saw a lot of people who started winning
learn the basic rules of winning scratch offs. They all learned from losing in
the beginning. So it’s okay to lose here and there (as long as it’s your limit
which I will get into later). But don’t be the BIG LOSER.
For example, have you ever been at the convenience store and seen
some guy constantly losing money in scratch offs. But even though he or
she lost all this money, that person keeps going back to the clerk and buying
more and more hoping to win. Many times, these guys are just hoping for a
winner but you see them again and all those tickets are losers.
You’d think they go home because they lost all that money but even
more shockingly, they go back to the clerk to buy MORE scratch offs! I have
seen this endless cycle of chasing after a winner and hoping and the
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majority of the time, these guys end up losing way too much money.
I wish they would have just stopped at a point and then I saw other
kinds of people playing scratch offs and they only played a certain amount of
scratch offs and stuck to that amount.
Sometimes, they’d win and sometimes they’d lose but they never lost
so much. In fact, they seemed to have had more profit than the majority of
the people who seemed to play endlessly without setting any kind of limits.
That’s when I realized the importance of setting a limit to the amount
of money you are willing to lose. The reason is when people play scratch
offs, their emotions take over and they forget about how much they spent in
the first place.
In order to prevent yourself from losing too much money, you need to
set what I call a “loss-limit” (maximum amount of money you are willing to
lose) prior to even playing the game.
So from the very beginning, set what I call a “loss-limit” on how much
you are willing to lose. Basically, if you reach or pass that amount (your
“losslimit”), stop playing scratch offs for that day.
If you feel you can get your money back even after reaching your
“loss-limit”, listen to me and know that is the trap of gambling and you need
to cut your losses at your “loss-limit” and move on.
Before playing, ALWAYS set your personal “loss limit” from the
beginning. Then you will end up MINIMIZING your losses.
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If you follow the “loss limit” in my system CONSISTENTLY, you can
play responsibly with self-control and in the LONG RUN, you will have
PREVENTED a lot of money that you could have lost easily.
If you don’t have a “loss limit” from the beginning, you will go out of
hand and end up losing too much money.

If you don’t set a “loss limit”, you will lose way TOO MUCH money
that you cannot afford to lose.

Unfortunately, most people chase after losses. Thus, most people lose
a lot of money. For instance, if they lose more than their “loss-limit”, they
get all emotional and spend MORE money hoping to get it back.
Trust me, I’ve seen a lot of people like this and MORE THAN NOT, they
end up losing way much more than they would have if they just stopped
after having reached the “loss-limit” and NOT chased after the losses.
Most people play scratch offs with emotions and emotions will go up
and down. Thus, it is NOT very smart following your emotions when playing
scratch offs. If you do follow your emotions, you will end up being very
desperate and end up losing a whole lot of money.
That is why it is very important to set a “loss-limit” from the beginning
such as $10 or $20 or whatever maximum amount of cash you are willing to
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lose. If you lose more than your “loss-limit”, quit playing in order to prevent
even more losses in the future.
If you end up following your emotions, you will most likely lose your
money more in the long run. That is why you want to set a loss-limit before
even playing. Then, if you reach your “loss-limit”, then it is time to stop.
Simple as that. Of course for some people, it is very difficult to stop playing
but effective scratch off success requires self-control. That is part of the
game.
If you are not willing to stop at the loss-limit, you too might be like the
average guy spending so much money scratching and hoping but only losing
so much at the end. I’ve seen it hundreds of times. People who have no
loss-limit lose way too much money. So be sure to make a limit on how
much you are willing to lose and stick to it.
Interestingly, the “loss limit” is a simple concept but most people still
get tied up emotionally and don’t follow it! That just boggles my mind
because the key to success is following the principles that have already
been tested for years and years.
Well, one of the key factors to my success as well as other people I
have personally seen win big money in the scratch offs game CONSISTENTLY
is that they always have the self-discipline to stick to their “loss limit.”
It doesn’t matter if they “feel” that the next scratch off ticket could be
a winner or not. They simply stick to the “loss limit” and move on. That’s
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what you need to do as well.
Don’t think this is just a simple rule that anybody could read over and
apply. No, it takes some discipline and self-control on your part too. You
have to follow this system and commit to following this rule ALWAYS
whenever you go out and play the scratch offs or any other type of casino
game.
We’re talking about real money that you made and we don’t want you
to lose it like it’s nothing. It’s fun to play but don’t get overboard. So for
your own best interest and to maximize your successes in the LONG RUN,
set a “loss limit” and stick to it!
Again, I emphasize this and all the tips I teach you here as being
important in the “long run” because like I said earlier, you can lose in the
short run. Losing in the short run temporarily does NOT mean you will lose
all the time. Just like even the greatest boxers can lose one fight, you can
lose in scratch offs in one day or the next day or even that next week.
But if you consistently follow the already proven principles and stick to
them, in the LONG RUN, you will see MORE SUCCESSES and MORE WINS
than not following any of these rules.
I can guarantee you that because these core-tips have been founded
on the core-concepts of what it takes to win in the scratch off lottery game.
So, don’t just give up the first time you try it or say it doesn’t work
just because it didn’t work the first day. Like any other system, you have to
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practice it over and over again to produce consistent results.
When you do put this to practice, you will notice that in the LONG
RUN, it does produce results better than any other method of playing the
scratch offs game. I’ve seen guys lose all the time not using my system and
days they would and the numbers would be drastically different.
You can compare the numbers and results not just by how much
money you win but how much money you don’t lose. WITHOUT the system
(before you knew it), you would lose more and win less. With the system,
you will lose MUCH LESS and have higher profit. There will be a HUGE
difference whether it’s the size of losses or the size of wins.
And one of the critical factors to MINIMIZING your losses to the tee is
to always set a “loss limit.” I hope you got this point by now because it is
SO IMPORTANT for you to follow. A lot of people know this concept but they
don’t apply it. Again, knowledge is NOT power.
It’s only knowledge that is APPLIED that becomes powerful. So go out
there and always apply the “loss limit” every single time you play the scratch
offs and you will experience much better results overall in the long run.

Step 2 Review:
•

Scratch offs are like any other casino game where there are chances
where you will lose.
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•

In fact, the best odds are for the house (casino or the convenience
store). That’s why, it is ABSOLUTELY a MUST for you to be prepared in
advance from losing way too much.

•

That is why you need to set a “loss limit” prior to even stepping into
the convenience store.

•

Everyone loses here and there but don’t be the BIG loser. Don’t be like
the guy who spends hours and hours not ever stopping. That’s why
you MUST follow this simple rule EVERY SINGLE time regardless of
how “lucky” you feel emotionally.

•

Following this system will require much discipline but in the LONG
RUN, it will help you maximize your profits and minimize your losses.

•

Setting a limit to the MAXIMUM amount of money you are willing to
lose will PREVENT all kinds of headaches that you may experience
because a lot of people can go out of control when playing scratch offs
or any other games dealing with their own money.

•

A “loss limit” becomes like your insurance to help you cut your losses
and stop immediately. When you lose more money than your “loss
limit”, you know when to stop.

•

Do NOT ever spend more money than your “loss limit” or else, you are
NOT following the “How to Win Scratch offs” system correctly.

•

If you don’t follow this SIMPLE RULE, you will most likely end up like
the 90% who get too emotional and end up losing way too much
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money.
•

Playing with this system will help you lose much less money (minimize
your losses) while winning with more profit (maximizing your wins).
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Step 3: Ask the Store Clerk for Inside Information
It always boggles my mind to wonder why people go to the
convenience store and NEVER ask for help from the convenience store owner
or clerk.
I noticed there was ONE major difference between people who won
and who didn’t win in the scratch offs game. The people who won ASKED me
questions all the time. The people who didn’t win on a regular basis NEVER
asked any questions.
They both spent the same type of money purchasing scratch off
tickets. One group spent their money on scratch offs that turned out to be
winners more. And the other group spent their money on scratch offs that
turned out to be losers more.
And it all came down to one huge difference. One group asked
questions to the store clerk and the other group didn’t ask questions to the
store clerk.
Let me give you an example. If you go purchase a bicycle, you would
probably ask the bicycle store owner which ones are good and which one’s
are not. And the bicycle owner will give you ALL the details for each of the
bikes about how fast it is, how much gears it has, how quickly you can shift
the gears, and so forth.
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Then after hearing ALL the information from an expert, you would then
make the BETTER and WISER decision to purchase the right bicycle at the
right price.
Similarly, it is CRUCIAL for you to ask questions to the store clerk
CLUE-PROVIDING questions in order to SELECT the best possible ticket that
has the HIGHEST probability of winning.
Most people go to the local convenience store and choose some
scratch offs, purchase it, scratch it, lose, and go home. It’s kind of odd
because most of these people could have received helpful advice and inside
info from the store clerk.
Instead, almost 90% of people who play the scratch offs just
buy scratch offs and play. But the people who end up winning the
most in my stores are the ones who ask me questions! They don’t
just ask me any questions but specific questions that pinpoint to
finding the winning ticket.
I don’t understand why these people don’t ask the store clerk
anything. What the average customer doesn’t know or seems to forget is
that the store owner or clerk is in the store for a very long time and know
which scratch off rolls have been winning and which rolls have not.
So my advice is to start asking the clerk the right smart questions
that provides hints and clues to discovering the winning ticket. Before I go
into the specific detailed questions, I would like to warn you to NOT waste
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your time asking questions that will not provide you clues.
First, you do NOT want to ask the store clerk what ticket is good.
That’s too general of a question and won’t help you pinpoint to what to buy.
Out of 16 to 32 different scratch off games, how are you going to expect the
store clerk to know which ones are good.
Plus, the convenience store clerk won’t even pay attention to those
type of general questions because they are TOO GENERAL. And they hear
that all the time!
So many times if you ask too much of a general question like that, you
might hear the store clerk say “they’re all good!” So that’s not going to help
you!
On the other hand, you want to ask the pinpointing “CLUE
QUESTIONS” to have the CLUES to know which scratch offs to buy. So
before buying any ticket, always ask the store clerk these clues-proving “4
Secret Questions.”

•

Question #1:

“Which scratch off game has been losing

lately?”

•

You want to find out which scratch off roll has been losing and

whatever the clerk tells you, you want to ONLY play from that roll and
stick to it.
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•

If a scratch off game has had a lot of losers, that means the NEXT

CONSECUTIVE scratch off tickets (from that same “losing” roll) is about to
have a winner.
•

This question provides you clues to finding out what scratch off

game to FOCUS ON because whatever game has been losing lately, that
is one of the scratch offs you want to make the decision to buy.
Example for Question #1:
You are excited to go and apply these techniques in the convenience
store. So you get there, cool down a little, and then remember to follow the
system.
So you ask the “Secret Question #1” by asking the clerk “Has there
been any scratch off games losing consistently lately?” The clerk laughs and
says “Yeah…I saw this guy buy like 10 ‘Red 7’ scratch off tickets and hasn’t
won anything that impressive yet.
In fact, he got so fed up and just left the store after losing all that
money.” Aha! Now, you know ONE big clue about that ‘Red 7’ game. That
IS the scratch off ticket you would prefer to buy over other games.
So you purchase one ‘Red 7’ ticket. You go scratch and guess what.
You got yourself a winner! Congratulations!
Simply by asking this ONE secret question, you were able to buy the
RIGHT ticket with the highest chances of winning.
You go home happy and feel bad for the other guy who lost for you.
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But oh well, you got your money so you’re happy again. =)

•

Question #2: “Any big winners in these scratch offs

lately?”

•

If the store clerk says there have been some winners, do NOT
play that game because that scratch off roll already has given
away its big winner.

•

This question provides you clues to finding out what scratch off
game NOT to purchase.
•

Almost 90% of scratch off players mistakenly think just

because there was a “BIG WINNER” in a scratch off roll, that
scratch off roll must be “lucky.” In fact, that scratch off roll that
already had a big winner is NOT lucky & in actuality, it becomes
the “unlucky roll.” Keep that in mind.
•

STAY AWAY from a scratch off roll/game that has already had a
big winner (usually $25 and up) because that roll will NOT have
a big winner for the rest of the ENTIRE roll 99% of the time!

Example for Question #2:
You are at the convenience store and you see the cool looking new
game called “Diamond 7’s” and you love the color of the game.
But you remember to follow the system so you ask this “secret
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question #2” by asking “Any big winners lately from these scratch off games
lately?”
The convenience store clerk is not paying much attention but answers
your question honestly by saying “Oh yeah…I remember…there was a $300
winner in the ‘Diamond 7’s’ earlier today in that same roll.”
So now you know NOT to purchase the ‘Diamond 7’s’ knowing that the
odds will be bad for that game (for that particular roll) even though you like
the color. You win by logic and not by emotion in this game.

•

Question #3: And before you buy a ticket, always ask “Has

there been any winners in this roll lately?”

•

If the store clerk says there has been a winner already, stay
away from that game and don’t play from that roll. If the store
clerk says there has NOT been a winner, then that is the game
you want to play.

•

Most of the time the store clerks might say they don’t know
(because they’re not there all the time or they simply forgot).

•

Either way, play from a roll that has NOT had any winners yet.
Also, NEVER EVER buy a scratch off from a roll that has already
had a winner.

•

This question provides you clues to make sure you’re not making
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a mistake buying the scratch off ticket you’re about to purchase.
•

Before buying any ticket, you have to ask if there was a big
winner just in case the convenience store owner didn’t reveal
that earlier.

•

So it is YOUR JOB to ask the questions and if you do, the clerk
will help you. 90% of the time, if you don’t ask the questions
REPEATEDLY, the clerk will not REVEAL you the golden clues to
picking the right winning ticket.

Example for Question #3:
So you found a scratch off that has good odds and you know it’s been
losing lately. So you are about to purchase that “Power 7” scratch off ticket.
But you remember this rule so you ask the store clerk “Oh yeah…by
the way, I know this game has been losing lately but has there been a big
winner in this roll at all?”
The store clerk can say “Oh yeah…it’s been losing a lot today but
yesterday in that roll, there was a $100 winner already.” That means to
STAY away from that game! You just saved yourself.
Many times the store clerks will help you but you have to be the one
who ASKS the QUESTIONS consistently to get every information you need.

•

Question #4: Ask the “Odds Question” which is (“On the

back of that scratch off, what do the odds say for that game?”)
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•

On the back of every single scratch off ticket, the lottery provides

the EXACT odds for winning. Ask the store clerk this and he/she will tell
you.
•

It might be annoying to keep asking but they’re there to serve
you so it is their job to tell you.

•

Also, why else would the lottery people write it if you weren’t
supposed to know? It is your right to know the odds of each
game before you play. So ask the clerk what the odds are before
purchasing the game.

•

Check for the tickets with the best odds and prefer playing those
over other games with lesser odds.

•

This question will provide you clues to COMPARE the odds of
each of the scratch off tickets you are about to buy.
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The odds of winning is shown on the back of each scratch off ticket.

Example for Question #4:
Let’s say you’re not sure if you want to buy a BINGO scratch off or a
CROSSWORD scratch off. One way to help you make the BETTER decision
is to simply ask the store clerk to tell you what the odds of each game are.
Whichever has the better odds, GO for that one & you have made the
BETTER and WISER decision statistically.

As I have been saying this whole time, don’t play like the 90% of
people who lose on a consistent basis because they don’t take advantage of
finding out the CLUES that are available by asking the 4 SECRET
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QUESTIONS!
Now, you know the 4 secret questions. Most people don’t know these
questions. And they don’t even know what it means. But now you do. So
memorize these questions and go out there and ask those questions. If the
store clerk doesn’t seem to give you answers because he doesn’t seem to
want to help you, move onto a new store.
Some store clerks may be unhelpful and not be service oriented. But
no need to fret about it because there is hundreds of other convenience
stores all around your city.
And sometimes, the store clerks may not know if there are winners or
not because they are part-time workers. So it’s a good reminder to go to a
place where the clerk has a LONGER shift because he/she will have MORE
inside knowledge than the part-time store clerk.
It is also helpful to get along with the store clerk and stay in good
terms with them. Then, they will be more willing to help you and be honest
when you ask them these specific questions that can help you get winners.
However, if you are in bad terms with a store clerk, they might not be
100% honest with you. So once again, stay in good terms and be friendly to
the store clerk so he/she can be nice back to you. Follow the Golden Rule
(treat others like you wanted to be treated).
So go out there and practice asking these questions naturally to the
store clerks. You won’t get the BIG winners all the time. But you
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definitely will have a greater advantage than the average Joe who doesn’t
have any idea from the start.
These questions won’t guarantee you’ll get a winner all the time but
it sure does increase your chances of buying the “right” and "most likely
winning” scratch off ticket. Again, this is a game of odds and by asking
the 4 secret questions, the ODDS are MUCH BETTER than not asking at
all.
Sometimes you’ll get a big clue and sometimes you won’t. The
important thing is to continually practice it and over the long run, you’ll find
there are days when someone just bought 11 tickets without a winner.
And because of these essential questions you just found out today,
you’ll most likely get something pretty big from that next consecutive
scratch off ticket.

Step 3 Review:
•

90% of people who lose in the scratch offs game lose because

they don’t ask questions.
•

You need take advantage of the wealth of information the store

clerks have by asking them questions.
•

Asking questions will provide you the CLUES to make the BEST

choice in selecting the scratch off ticket with the BEST chance of it being
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a winner.
•

Asking vague and general questions will NOT help you. You have

to ask SPECIFIC pinpointing questions.
•

The 4 Secret Questions are a MUST in order to get MUCH of the

clues you need to purchase the right winning ticket.
•

Go to the store with a full-time store clerk as opposed to a part-

time clerk because the full-time clerk will know MORE about what’s been
happening with each of the scratch off rolls/games.
•

Be friendly to the store clerk in order to help him want to help you

in return. If you are unfriendly, most likely, the store clerk will NOT
want to help you or may just not give you the clues that you need to
buy the right ticket.
•

Just because you have these “4 Secret questions” does not mean

you will win the game all the time.
•

Sometimes, you may still lose but it’s always important to know

that in the LONG RUN, asking these secret questions CONSISTENTLY for
a long time will serve to help you get a winner MORE than not asking
these secret questions.
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Step 4: Select the Right Scratch off from the Best Roll
•

Principle #1: NEVER EVER buy scratch off tickets from a roll
that has had a big winner already!
Before I further explain this, I would like to teach you the difference

between a scratch off ticket and a scratch off roll. A scratch off ticket is a
single ticket (worth $1, $2, $3 or $5 usually).
A scratch off roll is a roll of 100 to 200 individual tickets (worth $200
to $300 usually). I will use these terms many times. Many times, I’ll
simply say scratch off ticket (or “ticket” or “scratch off”) OR scratch off roll
(or “roll” or “game”).

An example of a “scratch off roll”
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An example of a “scratch off ticket”

You ever go to a convenience store and you see someone else a win a
big winner in a “Poker Night” scratch off game. You just saw them win $500
so you get super excited. You’re convinced that must be the “lucky game.”
And even your buddies who don’t even play scratch offs want to buy
that “Poker Night” scratch off game. So you guys all each buy a “Poker
Night” scratch off ticket. It’s only 3 bucks and you just saw someone win
$500. So no big deal.
But guess what!? You and your friends lose! Not just once but over
and over because you guys became convinced that the “Poker Night” that
had a $500 just awhile ago must be the “lucky game.” But it turns out,
you guys were not “lucky” at all. The only lucky person was the person
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BEFORE you.
The reason why the “Poker Night” game you and your buddies
purchased was NOT “lucky” was because there was already a BIG WINNER in
that game.
The key that you have to know is that in every scratch off roll/game
(about 100 scratch off tickets in total), there will ONLY be one big winner
most of the time (this secret concept is called the “One King Rule” because
there is only one big winner in one roll of scratch offs)
Now because this is SO important, I want to emphasize to you to
NEVER EVER buy a scratch off ticket from a roll that has already had a big
winner (such as $20 or above).
So again to help you understand this more clearly, let’s say you are
playing scratch offs and found out that somebody won a big winner
(something like $20 or above) from a roll.
In that case, DO NOT BUY another ticket from that same roll because
the secret of the “One King Rule” is that there is usually only one big winner
from one scratch off roll (which contains about 100-200 tickets depending on
the game).
Most people mistakenly think that a scratch off roll with a big winner is
somehow the “lucky roll” so they end up buying more tickets from that same
exact roll after someone already won the big winner.
This is a huge mistake because that roll no longer has a big winner
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after the big winner is already won. Instead of thinking that roll has to be
magically “lucky”, stay away from that game period and you will save
yourself from losing lots of cash.
So it is crucial that you know the “One King Rule” to prevent yourself
from being emotionally trapped like 99% of people who get all excitedly
convinced whichever game just had a winner must be the “lucky game.”
That game is NOT the lucky game. That game is NOT the luck y
game! I had to say that twice because you have to get it and stop making
this mistake like you used to and like 90% do!
It seems like common sense but surprisingly, common sense is not
very common when people play in the scratch offs game. The lottery does
NOT tell you that either because they make a good profit when you
repeatedly lose.
If the whole population knew this SINGLE secret that there isn’t a big
winner in a roll after it just had a big winner, the lottery would LOSE big
business. But almost 90% of people don’t know. And that’s why they
mistakenly think that there whichever game won that day MUST be lucky.
So now you know this BIG secret that the lottery does NOT reveal to
you or anybody. It’s because if you and everyone else knows this secret,
the lottery will not make as much money from all the gullible mistakes
caused by people getting too emotional.
Don’t believe the “lucky” hype that certain games are luckier than
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others. In the scratacher lottery game, there really is no such thing as
luck because this game is a game of ODDS and NOT a game of luck.
As far as choosing which scratch off game to play, I only recommend
you to play $2, $3, or $5 games. The reason is because the $2 to $5
scratch offs have MUCH better odds than the $1 scratch offs. The truth is
that the more expensive scratch offs ($2, $3, or $5) have better odds than
cheaper tickets ($1).

You should NEVER play $1 games (worst odds).

That is why, I highly recommend you to ONLY play the $2, $3, or $5
games. If you are going to spend $20, you have BETTER chances using all
that money to play a $5 game than using that same money to play a $1 or
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$2 game.

You should ONLY play $2, $3, or $5 games (best odds).

But I do understand that some people don’t want to spend too much
money. So to those of you who don’t want to spend that much money, I
highly recommend to play the $2 game but NEVER EVER play the $1
game.
As a general rule, you want to play $2, $3, or $5 games but NEVER
the $1 game. This will help you maximize your chances of getting a
winner because those games will have greater odds than the $1 games
(which have the worst odds of winning out of all the scratch off games).

Principle #2: BUY ONLY from a roll where there has NOT been
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any or many winners for a long time.

Most people emotionally focus WAY TOO MUCH on “luck” that they
think there must be a lucky roll and an unlucky roll. There are people who
are like “Oh…I’m not buying that “Beat the Dealer” game because I tried
that game 10 times and never won!” Well, that might be the case because
they bought a ticket AFTER there was a big winner already.
The key to a scratch off ticket being a winner or not DOES not
necessarily depend on the game but on the situation of the game. Yes,
knowing the odds is important as well. But it’s also important to know the
SPECIFIC situation of that roll.
One day, the “Beat the Dealer” scratch off game can be great for you
because before you, there was some unfortunate person who bought and
lost 6 tickets in a row. So in that SPECIFIC context, you purchased the right
ticket. But in a different context, the story would be different.
For example, let’s say you won big on that “Beat the Dealer” game.
Let’s say you won $1000. So you go around telling all your friends how you
won a thousand dollars and everyone is happy and some are jealous
because we humans all experience all kinds of emotions.
Anyways, one of your friends who never played the scratch offs game
and NEVER read the “How to Win Scratch offs” system goes to the
convenience store and purchases a whole bunch of the “Beat the Dealer”
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scratch offs because your friend is convinced that it must be the “best” and
“luckiest game” since you won. WRONG!
So your friend purchases all those tickets and finds out they are all
losers. Your friend gets mad and decides that the world is so unfair to
him/her and doesn’t understand how you are so “lucky.”
Is it true that you were “lucky” and that you are a “lucky” person? In
scratch offs, no! You were at the RIGHT place at the RIGHT time and you
happened to ask the RIGHT questions finding out what tickets would MOST
likely be the winner.
So you purchased that specific ticket. And BAM!! You won! It’s
because you followed the principles helping you to pinpoint to buy the “most
likely to win” scratch off.
So to further explain to you this ABSOLUTE key, what is another
important principle for selecting the most likely to win scratch off ticket?
Simply put, you want to buy tickets from a roll that hasn’t had any or many
winners lately because that roll is due to have a big winner sooner than
other rolls that has already had recent big winners.
Most people MISTAKELY think a scratch off roll that has been losing
consistently lately is an “unlucky roll” but that is VERY UNTRUE!!!
In actuality, the scratch off roll that has been losing consistently lately
is the game you want to play because a winner is bound to come up sooner
than the other rolls.
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Applying the “2 Principles” into Action:
This game is all about statistics and odds and NEVER about luck. Many
people who play the game mistakenly think this is all about luck.
However, having been a convenience store owner for many years
where I have seen people win thousands and lose thousands and having
spoken to lottery commission agents frequently, I have to say this game is
all about odds and NEVER about whether you are lucky or not.
The lottery commission creates these scratch off tickets with a certain
amount of winners already and each game has its odds of winning. It’s not
about whether you feel lucky so you will win that day.
Like I said before, playing successfully has NOTHING to do with your
emotions but EVERYTHING to do with whether you play with the odds in
mind. Again, it’s all about statistics and you have to play with the odds in
mind instead of foolishly spending your money randomly anywhere hoping to
get something.
It is much more effective and smarter to play going along with the
odds and statistics instead of just choosing a scratch off randomly because
of its color or just because you’re “feeling lucky.”
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Step 4 Review:
•

Don’t believe in the hype that some games are “lucky” and some
games are “unlucky” because that’s just ‘hocus-pocus’ and that type of
thinking is NOT based on real facts! What’s based on facts is the ODDS
of each game depending on the specific situation.

•

One scratch off game can have GREATER odds for one context (such
as AFTER someone already lost 10 times in a row) than a different
context (such as when someone already had a BIG winner already).

•

So remember to know the SPECIFIC context of each situation before
purchasing the scratch off ticket. To find out the specific context of
each game, the “secret questions” are very useful to know as they will
provide you the clues to know if the chances of getting a winner from
a certain ticket is good or not.

•

Principle #1 is to NEVER ever purchase a scratch off ticket that’s had a
BIG winner already.

•

Purchasing a scratch off ticket from a roll that has had a big already is
NOT good because the “One King Rule” teaches you that there is ONLY
one big winner in one scratch off roll.

•

The “One King Rule” means that if you had a big winner already in a
scratch off roll, you won’t find another BIG winner in that specific
scratch off roll because 99% of the time, there is ONLY one big winner
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(over $25 winner) in 1 scratch off roll (containing 100 scratch off
tickets usually).
•

Principle #2 is to only buy a scratch off ticket from a roll that has NOT
had any or many winners for a long time.

•

The second principle assures that your odds are MAXIMIZED because
the people who previously lost from that roll are actually HELPING you
get to the winning ticket! The key to this principle is to FIND out the
specific information in that store.

•

That is why it’s crucial to ask the store clerk the 4 secret questions to
find out the clues to finding a scratch off game that hasn’t had a big
winner AND has been losing consistently for a long time. That ticket
will MOST likely be a winner.

•

Don’t believe in all the hype about what is lucky or not. It is best to
STOP BELIEVING in so called “luck” especially in the scratch offs
lottery game. Always play the scratch offs game with LOGIC period.
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Step 5: Follow the “One Scratch Off Rule”
Have you ever gone to the local convenience store and witnessed
some guy in front of you buying 10 or even up to 20 scratch off tickets a
time?! That’s asking to lose money right there! In fact sadly many people
play this way. They buy all kinds of scratch offs at the same time.
I’ve also seen some customers come in and buy a whole roll of scratch
off tickets! I’m like “what!??! Why!??!” Don’t they know the lottery
commission makes these games to have more losers than winners? Why
play a whole roll!?
Now, everyone is not that extreme but many do still purchase multiple
amounts of scratch off tickets at a time. For instance, they might go to the
counter and buy 10 scratch off tickets (such as 10 “Lucky 7’s”).
Or some guy may buy 5 scratch offs from one game and another 5
scratch offs from another game (5 “Bingo’s” and 5 “Crosswords”). 90% of
the time, buying more than one scratch off is DISASTER in the long run!
To prevent this, I have invented my “One Scratch Off Rule” system. It
is very simple yet effective! The “one scratch off rule” states to simply
purchase ONLY one scratch off ticket at a time. After playing that game if
you win, go home. If you lose, play another ONE scratch off again. But
NEVER EVER buy more than 1 scratch off at a time because it worsens your
chances of making the most profit.
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If you follow the “one scratch off rule” (buying ONLY 1 scratch off
at a time), you minimize your chances of losing too much money if you
lose and maximize your profit if you do win.

Do
NOT EVER buy & play multiple scratch offs at one time.
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Instead, follow the “One Scratch Off Rule” by buying &
playing one scratch off ticket at a time.

For instance let’s say you bought 1 scratch off and you had a big
winner in one of them. Then, you would have taken the big winner and not
have to wasted another 3 or 4 or whatever amount of games many people
erroneously buy out of impulse (which would probably be losers since as I
stated earlier in the “One King Rule” that if there is a big winner, the next
scratch off tickets are most likely to be losers).
Again, you do not want to play like most people do and unfortunately,
most people make the mistake by buying too many scratch offs at the same
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time.
Instead, what you want to do is to buy little by little such as 1 ticket at
a time until you find the winner. The reason is if you buy too much at one
time, you are increasing your chances of losing.
If you buy one scratch off at a time, you minimize your chances of
losing too much money if you get a losing ticket and maximize your profit if
you get a winning ticket.
Like I stated earlier, one key suggestion for applying this technique is
that you want to play scratch offs where there aren’t way too many people
playing a lot of scratch offs.
Again, the reason you want to go a store where it’s not too busy is
because other people might end up taking the same scratch off ticket you
were about to buy.
Since you are buying only one scratch off ticket at a time, you want to
make sure if you get a losing ticket, you can continue buying the next
consecutive ticket from that same roll. You can do this if you are a store
where it is not too busy with lottery scratch off players.
So, make sure to go to a convenience store at a time when there
aren’t too many people playing scratch offs either earlier during the day
(around 8-11AM) or later during the night (after 8PM).
In addition, I want to emphasize that the “one scratch off rule”
prevents you from losing way too much money. You cut your losses. You
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risk the MINIMUM amount of money. Instead of maxing out like clueless
people, you’re ONLY spending the minimum amount it takes to win. Because
it only takes ONE scratch off ticket to get a winner.
So if it takes only one scratch off ticket to get a winner, why waste
all your money on other scratch off tickets? It just takes one. Simple as
that.
However, before you buy the ticket, you need to ask the 4 essential
questions, figure out what the odds are, go to a great non-busy location,
and so forth. In order to get to the right winning ticket, you need to do
the MORE important “scratch off-selection process.”
Most people don’t select scratch offs based on doing these little steps
that can greatly give you advantage in getting a winning ticket. So BEFORE
you buy one ticket a time, you have to realize that you need to do the PREWORK first.
By that, I mean you must do the research first (finding out the odds,
finding out what’s been losing, finding out what’s been winning, etc) and
based on that information, you buy a scratch off ticket. And you ONLY buy
one scratch off ticket.
The reasons and benefits for buying ONLY one ticket are endless. With
one scratch off ticket, you can get a BIG winner. And if you do get a big
winner, you won’t have to waste your money like other guys who usually
purchase 5 to 10 tickets at a time.
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So if you had that old habit, you probably saved yourself $10 to $20
right there. That’s $20 cash extra in your pocket because you followed the
“one scratch off rule.”
You also maximize your profits! Let’s say you followed this “one
scratch off rule” and you got a $100 winner from a $2 ticket. Then, you’d
have $98 in EXTRA profit in your pocket. And then you go home happy.
$98 extra instant cash is helpful for anybody.
But let’s say you were like the average Joe and you spent $20 to $40
at one time (buying 10 to 20 scratch offs at ONE purchase) and let’s say you
got a $100 winner too. But then guess what…you spent $40!
That’s $100 minus $40. So you get only $60 profit in your pocket. See,
if you play like the average Joe, you can win but you’ll only win with limited
profit.
But if you follow the “one scratch off rule”, you’ll win with MAXIMUM
profit when you get a big winner. That’s the key because everyone wants to
keep the maximum amount of profit. So that’s one of the key benefits for
you in following the “one scratch off rule.” You maximize your profits!
Simple as that.
In addition to that, you MINIMIZE your overall risks whenever you play
the game. Some people go to the convenience store and spend their cash
as if it’s fake monopoly.
Some go there and I hope it’s not you but they go in there and think
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that they have monopoly money. No you don’t! You have REAL hard earned
money in your money. Don’t spend it like it’s some fake cash from a
monopoly game.
By having the discipline to follow the “one scratch off rule”, you will
also develop a habit for NOT spending too much money. In psychology,
research teaches that whatever you do repeatedly for 21 straight days, it will
become a natural habit of yours.
So let’s say because of this “one scratch off rule” , you stopped your
old destructive way of spending way too much money (like buying 10 to 20
scratch offs at a time). Instead, you started buying ONLY one scratch off at
a time.
Then after 21 days, you will have created a new healthy habit of
spending only the MINIMUM amount it takes to get a winner. Overall, this
rule can help you from going into the destructive end if you have challenges
controlling your game playing.
So not only do you maximize your overall profits, minimize your
overall risks but you ALSO get to form a new & more healthier habit of NOT
wasting too much money.
The #1 reason for people losing too much in lottery, casino, or any
other gambling type of game is that they WASTE away their money. That is
why it is CRUCIAL that you follow the “one scratch off rule” in order to spend
the MINIMUM amount. That assures that you will have a low-risk while
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being able to maximize your profits as well.
Again, you have to keep in mind that the “one scratch off rule”
requires a little bit of patience on your part. I understand that. But just like
the best poker players in the tournaments have their patience and selfcontrol, you also have to have self-control and patience in order to get the
RESULTS of people who succeed in this game.
Plus, don’t expect this single rule to make you rich fast every single
second. It takes some practice, time, and just a little bit of patience. If you
do give it a little bit of time, you will notice that your results in the scratch
offs game (whether it’s your profits or losses) will be greatly improved either
way.
Just don’t give up on the “one scratch off rule” too quickly just
because you don’t seem to see results that fast. Like I said it takes some
patience and in the long run, you will see the difference. The reason why this
all works in the long run is because this system is based on LOGIC and not
EMOTIONS.
Many people can give up on the system because it may not appear to
work the first time but if they just continued over and over, they would see a
difference compared to them not using this system. If you find yourself
saying this doesn’t work just because you didn’t get a big winner the first
time, realize that is what 99% of emotional players do. People lose most of
the time because they allow EMOTION to take control of them.
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I have noticed that it’s the guys who have control over their emotions
and allow their LOGIC to play the game. So be patient and disciplined to
follow the system regardless of the results.
If you do this in the long run, you will see dramatic improvemtns
because you followed the successful LOGICAL way instead of the
unsuccessful EMOTIONAL way.

Step 5 Review:
•

90% of people who lose in the scratch offs game LOSE because

they purchase MORE than one ticket at a time.
•

If you purchase a lot of tickets at the same time, you are

increasing your risks to lose more.
•

That is why it is crucial for you to buy ONLY one scratch off at a

time. That means to purchase only ONE scratch off ticket at a time.
•

Take your scratch off ticket and scratch it. Find out if it’s a winner

or not. If it’s a winner, take your profit and run.
•

If it’s NOT a winner, follow up by purchasing the next

CONSECUTIVE ticket from the same roll.
•

The “one scratch off rule” simply states you must ONLY purchase

one scratch off ticket at a time to MAXIMIZE your profits and MINIMIZE
your losses at the same time.
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•

Following the “one scratch off rule” consistently will also help you

form a healthy habit of minimizing your risks to the lowest amount.
•

By following this rule, you will no longer have challenges with self-

destructive and wasteful spending patterns that most gamblers have
difficulty with. The “one scratch off rule” takes time, patience, and
discipline.
•

Just because you haven’t seen results from the first time doesn’t

mean you should give up that quickly.
•

If you give up too quickly, you are playing with emotions because

from my experience, I’ve noticed that people who play with emotions
are the ones who LOSE more in the LONG RUN.
•

To win more in the LONG RUN, stop getting too emotional and

play the game logically.
•

The simplest way to play the scratch offs game logically is to

follow the SYSTEM consistently for the LONG TERM to see dramatic
improvements in the overall long run.
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Step 6: Stick to the “One Game Rule”
The “One Game Rule” is to simply buy scratch off tickets ONLY from
one game until you win (or reach your “loss-limit). You want to incorporate
the “one scratch off rule” with the “one game rule.”
So, you want to ONLY buy ONE scratch off ticket from ONE game/roll.
If you lose, you want to ONLY continue playing from the SAME GAME (or
“roll”) one ticket at a time.
After you buy a ticket from one scratch off game and let’s say you lost.
Don’t be like 99% of clueless people who purchase scratch offs from
DIFFERENT games.
For example, let’s say you bought one “Jumbo Crossword” ticket. It
happened to be a loser so you want to buy another scratch off ticket. Most
people would buy some OTHER scratch off game (such as “Double Bingo” or
“Power 7’s) erroneously thinking that other games must be “luckier.”
The truth is you have to have full control over your odds by staying
and sticking with the SAME scratch off game. So don’t move around from
one game and then buy from another game and then buy from a different
game. Instead, stick to ONE game!
Stick to it until you get a WINNER or you reach your loss limit. That’s
the BEST way to minimize your losses while also maximizing your profits.
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You should NEVER play from DIFFERENT games.

Stick to the “One Game Rule”.
Most people who play scratch offs pick and choose thinking that they
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will have a lot of chances picking out all kinds of tickets from different
scratch off rolls/games.
For example, the 90% of lottery players make the MISTAKE of buying
a scratch off from “Poker Night”, then buying another scratch off from
“Double Bingo”, then buying a scratch off from “Green Stuff”, and so forth.
Buying tickets from different games at the same time is the WRONG
way to play and about 90% of people who play scratch offs play in this way.
The reason why playing more than one game at the same time is
BAD is that you are actually WORSENING your odds of winning.
If you stick to the “One Game Rule”, your odds of getting a
winner would be maximized whereas buying all kinds of scratch offs
from different games at the same time would minimize your chances of
getting a winner.
For instance if you picked out 4 consecutive scratch offs tickets from
the same roll of scratch offs (your odds would be normal as stated on the
back of the scratch off such as 1 in 4 or 25 percent).
However, if you mix up 4 different scratch offs randomly, your odds
become worse (1 in 4 or 25% four separate times becomes 1/16 or 6
percent) and the odds comes out to 1 in 16 or 6 percent!!! Compare 25% to
6%!!!
What’s better odds? 25% or 6%. 25% of course! It seems like simple
common sense but like I said, common sense is NOT common when it comes
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down to playing the scratch offs game BECAUSE people get emotional and
when people get emotional, they don’t think LOGICALLY requiring some
common sense.
So always use your logic to follow the “one game rule” by sticking to
ONE game only until you get a winner (to MAXIMIZE your wins) OR when
you reach your loss limit (to minimize your losses).
By following the “One Game Rule” (where you stick to ONLY one
game), your odds will stay the same (like 25%) but when you play another
game at the same time, you are multiplying the odds of winning from one
game with ANOTHER odds of winning ANOTHER game or games (causing
you to worsen your ODDS every time you buy more tickets from a different
scratch off roll).
This might sound complicating but basically, follow the “One Game
Rule” (Stick to ONE game where your odds stay the same whereas if you
pick from several different games, your odds start over again and actually
worsen exponentially!).
You might think there have been times you won playing different
games at the same time but I’ve seen it all and I can say that MORE people
have won by sticking to one game in the long run than people who have
bought from different rolls at the same time.
And in fact, I’ve seen TOO MANY people lose by breaking this rule. Too
many people go into the convenience store and buy tickets from several
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different games. Their WRONG logic is that they are “covering all the
bases.”
But guess what! With that wrong strategy, you will be covering all the
bases but it will WORSEN your odds overall! It will take you MORE money to
get a just a limited amount of winners.
But if you buy ONLY from one game and STICK to it, you will have the
best odds for you. First, you will know what your odds are. You won’t get
confused about how many tickets you bought and how many losers there
have been. Second, you will lower your risk by purchasing ONLY from one
game.
Third, other people will have LESS opportunity to take your next
consecutive ticket that you may want to purchase since you are ONLY
sticking to one game.
Let’s say you happened to lose in one ticket and you want to continue
playing. Then, the BEST decision would be to play the next consecutive
scratch off ticket.
And by sticking to ONE game, you have MORE chances of not being
interrupted by another person purchasing that ticket since it’s ONLY one
game you are focusing on.
If you purchased from different scratch off games, the next person will
MORE likely buying from a game that you are currently playing.
Fourth, if you DO get a winner, your odds will be minimized by only
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spending on one game instead of wasting on another game (where
statistically which would most likely be a loser).
So in the end, follow where the statistics are good for you and
statistically, your odds are MUCH BETTER when you follow the “One Game
Rule” (where you stick to one game continuously rather than randomly
selecting from different scratch offs).
Of course, there will be times when you see someone buy a whole
bunch of tickets from DIFFERENT games and end up with a winner. What
you don’t realize is that they probably had MORE losers than if they just
followed the “one game rule.”
Maybe you had experiences where you bought scratch offs from
different games and had a big winner. Most likely, that happened only a few
times. In actuality, it doesn’t happen often.
And if it does happen, you ALSO had to go through A LOT of losers in
order to get that ONE winner. By playing from different scratch off games,
you will lose MORE often statistically because with EVERY scratch off game,
you have to begin the odds.
Let’s be realistic here. Just like the best odds for a casino is the
casino, the best odds for the scratch offs is the convenience store. So you
want to minimize your risks to the maximum level so you can lower your
risks while increasing your profits.
Just like it is WORSE odds to play 2 different slot machines at the
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same time, it is also WORSE odds to play 2 or more different scratch off
games at the same time!
I want to emphasize this to you because it seems like almost 99% of
people who play the scratch offs BREAK this crucial rule. And the few
people who actually DO stick to the “one game rule” have the BEST
success in the scratch offs game.
Even in my convenience store, the people who won the MOST while
spending the least were the guys who followed the “one game rule.”
They understood this concept very well. Interestingly, almost 99% of
people don’t seem to know this rule. And that’s why you see 99% of people
losing consistently in the long run.
I’ve spoken to other convenience store owners as well as full-time
clerks and they have agreed that the “one game rule” is a MUST to lower
your risks while having the chance to maximize your profits.
So it might be a new concept to you because you’ve probably never
heard of this “one game rule” before this.
But now you know the concept so just start applying it every time you
play the scratch offs. Yes, it does take a little bit of patience because
sometimes, people just want to buy their tickets and go home.
But in order to play to win, you have to take a couple of EXTRA STEPS
that the average clueless Joes don’t take. Those couple extra steps (such as
sticking to the ONE game rule) will drastically bring you better results in the
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long run.
You just have to be consistent and give it some practice and soon or
later, you’ll see the difference in your winnings by having much better
results than before.

Step 6 Review:
•

Too many people erroneously purchase different scratch offs from
different scratch off games.

•

Instead of buying tickets from separate games/rolls, select one scratch
off ticket from ONE GAME and STICK TO IT.

•

The “one game rule” teaches you to minimize your risks by having full
awareness of the current odds (of that particular game) and maximize
your odds by ONLY sticking to one game.

•

If you buy one scratch off from one game and then buy another
scratch off from another game, your OVERALL odds worsens because
your odds (for the 1st game) have to multiply with another set of odds
(for the 2nd game). Thus, your odds get worse.

•

By following the “one game rule”, you will not have as much problems
with other people “cutting in front of you” and taking the NEXT
consecutive ticket from the game you played.

•

Sticking to one game only assures that you are more safe from other
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people taking away the next ticket you would like to purchase if the
previous one is not a winner.
•

Overall, the “one game rule” will be bringing you most successful
results when used in the long run.

•

It may take a little bit more time than your usual style of playing but
that little bit of patience on your part will make drastic differences in
your wins and improvements in the scratch offs game.
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Step 7: Once You Win or Reach Your “Loss-Limit”, Stop Playing
Once you win or reach your maximum “loss limit”, you must stop
playing and go home. Again, this goes back to the “One King Rule” that
states that there is only one big winning ticket from one roll of 100 scratch
offs the majority of the time.
So if you get a big winner (above $20) or even a small winner
(something like $5 too), STOP PLAYING period. Get your money and go
home.
Most people make the foolish mistake of using their big winning money
to spend more money playing scratch offs. I’ve seen it hundreds of times
and almost all the time, the person who plays with their winning money end
up losing that big profit that they could have just kept if they just went
home after winning.
It’s better to take the money and stop playing. Take your money you
won and stop while you have the cash because this game is about following
the odds and not about whether you have a lucky day or not. So while you
are ahead with profit, make the smart choice of taking the money and
quitting while you are ahead.
Remember, winning money in scratch offs is not about winning $1000
every single day. Instead, it is about making small chunks of profit here and
there to have A LOT in the long run.
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So if you win $20, I would say, leave with an extra twenty dollars in
your pocket for that day. Buy a soda and a bag of chips with that money
and go home! You’ll still be ahead but don’t buy another scratch off after
you win!
If you win only $10, I’d still consider that to be a good winner so I
suggest taking money and leaving. Like I said, once there is a winner (even
only $5 or $10), most likely there won’t be another winner following that
small winner. So, take your small profit and leave.
The problem with most people is that they are constantly fixated
on the BIG PRIZE so they end up forgetting they could have left with
profit even though it was small profit. So they end up spending more
and more money (thinking emotionally rather than statistically) and end
up losing.
If you find yourself saying $5 or $10 is NOT enough and you want the
big prize only, then you become like most people who think based on
FEELINGS and end up losing MORE than the people who think based on
rational statistics and end up winning more.
Remember, people who win in this game follow the rules with LOGIC
and not with emotion. Plus, people who win in scratch offs don’t focus on
the big winners only and instead focusing on following the proven system
and in the long run, they benefit from following the system without
emotionally being sucked in by only the bigger prizes.
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Again, I want to emphasize to think RATIONALLY instead of
emotionally when you play scratch offs. The colors of the game or the title
may pull you in but you need to focus not on those seductive features but on
the ODDS of winning.
To think rationally means to follow the system whether your feelings
want to play or not. It means to simply follow the SYSTEM in order to MAKE
PROFIT in the LONG RUN.
If you follow this system consistently, I cannot guarantee you will win
EVERY single time but you will definitely MAXIMIZE your chances of winning
consistently in the long run.
Some days, you will win and some days you will lose but following the
system will help you to win more than not following it. So when you do win
(whether it’s only $10, $50, $100, or more, STOP playing! Take your money
and run!
This last step is critical and a “MUST” for you to succeed in the scratch
offs game. Many people I have seen in the convenience have won BIG
money. Yet winning big didn’t matter because they got all emotional and
spent it all.
The amateur thinks just because they got a big winner means that
there will be another big winner. Most likely, there won’t be another big
winner.
I have even heard of guys who purchased their first scratch off ticket.
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The ticket costed only $1 so they bought the $1 ticket and guess what! It
was a $150 winner! So the guy got so excited that he got all emotional and
immediately purchased 150 MORE of the scratch off tickets from the SAME
ROLL! Huge mistake! The guy ended up losing all his $150 worth of profit
down the toilet.
Why did that guy lose all that money? There are several reasons.
First, the “one king rule” states that there is ONLY one big winner in one
scratch off roll. This amateur guy erroneously thought that every other
scratch off ticket must be lucky just because he won two seconds ago.
WRONG!
Second, he got emotional! Instead of taking the profit at the PEAK, he
got sucked in and thought he could win more.
The important thing you need to learn is that after you get a big
winner (usually over $20 or more), you need to STOP, take your cash, and
go home period! That’s it.
Stop staying there in the convenience store because after you won,
the more you stay there, the more chances you will be likely to lose. Plus,
you need to keep in mind the “one king rule” at all times. It states there
won’t be another big winner in that roll.
You might say that you want to purchase another ticket from a
DIFFERENT roll but then, you have to go through the whole entire scratch off
selecting process again.
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And most likely, convenience stores don’t always have TWO or MORE
scratch off rolls that have been losing lately (about to have a big winner).
Usually, there will only be ONE scratch off roll that’s been losing a lot
that sticks out in the clerk’s mind. And after you select from that scratch off
roll and do win, you need to take your profits and go home.
By taking your profit and moving on, you are always MAXIMIZING
your profits. By taking the money and going home, you are always
following the BEST method to take home the CASH while you are at the
peak.
Many people get emotional and they stay. And most of the people who
stay and continue to play with their winnings end up losing.
Just like when you are at the slot machine and you get all these
winning money. You get excited so you play more to win more. What
happens usually? Usually, you end up losing all that money plus MORE!
So don’t get into the danger trap of thinking you are invisible when
you get a big winner. Getting a big winner is the signal to take your cash
and run!
In addition, you want to cut your losses if you do happen to lose your
money. As I stated on the previous lessons, you need to set a “loss limit”
from the beginning.
Know exactly how much money you are willing to lose. How much
maximum money is okay for you to lose? You never want to put that limit to
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be too high for your capability. So, it’s crucial that you set that “loss limit”
before even playing.
And let’s say that you went into the convenience store. You followed
all the rules and did everything diligently and logically. And yet, you didn’t
get a winner. And you lost exactly the amount of money which equals
your “loss limit.” What do you do?
Your emotions would want all that money back. The first thing you
need to do is STOP listening to your emotions and instead follow the
proven method by cutting your losses at your “loss limit.” By cutting your
losses at the “loss limit”, you will prevent yourself from losing even more.
If you lost, you may feel that you lost a lot of money but this step will
SAVE you from losing even more. And in the long run, it will prevent you
from even worse pain.
Like I said, you need to know that the scratch offs game or any other
gambling game is a game of odds and that winning and losing is part of the
game. Sometimes, you will win and sometimes, you will lose.
If you think that you are invisible, you are sadly mistaken. So be
logical and be realistic. These steps are here to minimize your risks if you
lose and maximize your profits if you win but it cannot fully guarantee you’ll
win every single time. Not even the best pro athletes or poker players are
100% accurate at their profession.
Just like that, don’t see losing as a reason to say this system can’t
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work for you. It can work for you if you apply it every single time you play
because this system is made to help you in the overall long term basis.
So make sure to cut your losses if you reach your “loss limit” and take
your profits & run if you to win. So all these tips and steps are here to give
you the essential and most important tools you need to quickly bring the
BEST results with the least amount of risks on your part. That’s what the
“How to Win Scratch offs” system is all about.
One final thing. Although winning in scratch offs can be much easier
and simpler with this system, don’t take this game or any other gambling
game way too seriously especially if it something that you are over-doing or
having difficulty controlling in any way.
If you have difficulty with gambling, it would be helpful to take some
time off from scratch offs and other games as well once in awhile.
Scratch off games are fun and entertaining but don’t allow it to control
your more valuable life. Scratch offs are great fun games so see them as
fun little things to do once in awhile.
Plus, you have all these insider-tips so it can only help you enjoy the
fun even more than the average Joe.

Step 7 Review:
•

Once you get a winner, stop playing and go home.
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•

Once you lose to the point you reach your “loss limit” (maximum
amount of money you are willing to lose), stop playing and go home.

•

The final step is crucial for your overall success in the game. It is
meant to help you minimize your losses if you lose and maximize your
profits if you win.

•

Most people get emotional and spend all their winnings and thus lose
all their winnings by staying in the store way too long.

•

If you get a winner, most likely you won’t find another winner.

•

If you lose and reach your loss limit, your emotions may want to play
more to get your money back. But most of the time, you lose even
more money.

•

So stick to these 2 simple rules. If you get a winning scratch off
ticket, take your money and go home. If you reach your “loss limit”,
cut your losses and move on.

•

Even winning $5 is considered a winner. So take that $5 and go home.
It’s better to GAIN $5 than to LOSE $20 for example.

•

Don’t focus only on the big prizes because if you do, you get more
emotional and when you get emotional, you play poorly.

•

Follow this step and in the long run, you’ll benefit from the results by
cutting your losses just at the right time and maximize at the PEAK by
taking your cash when you have the most money.

•

The scratch offs game is like any other game so expect losing to be
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part of the game.
•

Losing is okay unless it’s losing too much. That is why you want to cut
your losses when you reach the “loss limit” all the time to prevent
losing too much. That is smart playing.

•

If playing scratch offs or gambling becomes a problem for you, take
some time off to not take playing the games way too seriously.

•

It is healthy to view scratch offs more as for fun and pleasure once in
awhile instead of seeing as your life. So just enjoy the game and with
these added insider tips, you can enjoy it even more than the average
Joe.

•

Have fun and best of luck to you!
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Conclusion
So that’s the end of the book and I thank you for your patience.
Thanks for reading this book and I want to encourage you to re-read it to
better understand the crucial tips in your head.
Again, the concept is simple but if you are completely new to this, I
would advise you to take some time to re-read this and start to understand
the basics first prior to going and playing the scratch offs game.
I hoped you found some interesting and new findings and tips that you
didn’t know previously before this book and most of all, I hope you learned
to be a better and smarter scratch off player.
Of course, like any other game or gambling, I hope you don’t get too
serious about it.
If you have a sense that gambling is getting out of control in your life,
I’d encourage you to go online or search the yellow pages for places that
support and help you through your difficulties.
Most of all, I hope you enjoy the scratch offs game as something to do
for fun here and there because that’s what it really is. Plus with these added
secret tips, you can sure have more fun than the average Joe or Jane. So go
out there, enjoy it, and just have some fun scratching those tickets!
I told you it would be a short read but what matters is not the length
but the information so go out there and apply the lessons to succeed and
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win in the game!
If you have any questions, comments, testimonials, or success stories,
shoot an email at howtowinscratch offs@gmail.com.
Until then, take care and play responsibly and successfully!

To your success,

Ace Lee
www.HowToWinScratchOffs.com
www.LottoJournal.com
P. S. Remember, you can also make EVEN More Money (50%
commission) by signing up as a FREE affiliate member & promoting my
lottery products. So get started right now by clicking here:
==> www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php.
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Recommended Resources

www.LotteryCircle.com
•

Win the lotto more with this #1 lottery website software.

•

Get instant, up-to-date lottery analysis to pick your best numbers.

•

With one click of a button, you can instantly get up-to-date frequency analysis.

•

With one click of a button, you can instantly get up-to-date hot numbers, cold numbers, overdue
numbers for all games.

•

This software works for ALL lottery games including pick 3, pick 4, pick 5, pick 6, and more.

www.HowToWinThePick3.com

www.HowToWinPick4.com

Discover how to play the pick-3 game with great

Discover how to win the pick-4 game with best results

results from a lottery retailer’s perspective.

from a lottery insider’s perspective.
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www.HowToWinPick5.com

www.HowToWinPick6.com

Finally, discover how to win up to 5 out of 5

Now, you can find out the lottery insider secrets to

numbers in the pick five lottery game.

winning up to 4, 5, 6 numbers right in the pick-6
lottery.

www.LotteryPoolWinner.com
www.LotteryWheelSystem.com

Join the #1 best lottery pool to realistically win big in

Learn how to realistically win the pick 3, 4, 5, 6,

the lottery – works worldwide!

7 with lottery wheels according to an affordable
budget.
For Updates, Follow Me At:

•

My Blog: www.lottojournal.com

•

YouTube: www.youtube.com/howtowinscratchers

•

Twitter: www.twitter.com/lottojournal

•

FaceBook: www.facebook.com/lottojournal

•

MySpace: www.myspace.com/howtowinscratchers

•

Product Catalog: www.lotterymethod.com/catalog
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